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PAINTING AND WEATHERING MODELS
Using STAR BRAND PAINTS

The “S” Scale Narrow Gauge “Drop Bottom Gondola” car above exemplifies the “Scratch Brush Weathering” technique. More photos of
this and other contest quality models can be seen on our web site at www.p-b-l.com. (Click on “Rolling Stock.) STAR BRAND PAINTS lend
themselves nicely to this technique because they are fast drying.

STAR BRAND PAINTS ARE SOLVENT BASED.

STAR BRAND PAINTS REQUIRE THINNING

Whatever a label might say on it, you can bet that most paints are Though formulated for airbrush spraying, the paint is too thick as
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Many modelers have had great success using Star Brand Paints
along
with our #810 Weathering Brush outfits. A number of them
STAR BRAND PAINTS ARE FORMULATED FOR AIR BRUSHING.
have even won National Contests with entries using these techniques!
They respond well to fast wet coats, although light misting works
also. One coat will usually cover just fine. They dry very quickly, If you intend to “Scratch Brush Weather” your model, you’ll want
yet by adding a small amount of retarder, will flow out nicely before to peruse the steps that follow. However, keep in mind that many
times railroad cars appeared to be in tip top shape, with only slight
drying, resulting in a smooth professional finish.
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P-B-L “Drop Bottom Gon” - An injection moulded plastic model kit weathered using the “Scratch Brush” technique.

surface weathering visible. If this is the effect you’re after, our
first inclination would be to leave the bare ( gray ) plastic as it is.
Just spray the proper topcoat color over it. Then, any scratch brushing you do thereafter will net the appearance of weathered boards
because of the grey plastic showing through. You can try that, or
you can:

USING THE “WEATHERING BRUSH” TECHNIQUE:

This idea is based on an article that appeared in the 7/82 issue of
Bob Brown’s NARROW GAUGE & SHORT LINE GAZETTE which we
have modified slightly for use with “STAR BRAND” paints.
The idea here is to “weather” your model using a small Fiberglass
Brush or eraser. (We sell a dandy “Weathering Brush Kit”, our PBL810 for only $19.95..) Here’s how it’s done:
A. Spray entire Carbody a light coat of “Seasoned Wood”
B. Second coat right away using “Natural Wood” this time.
C. Then spray a nice even coat of “Freight Car Red”, or your chosen
final topcoat / color.
D. We recommend you paint the Trucks too. However, if you’re
going to be operating the model, we do not recommend painting the wheel treads as the paint will chip off in time, making

the treads blotchy appearing and dirtying up your track.
E. Take a “coffee Break” and allow that paint a while to set up good
and hard. A good rule here is: If you can still smell paint odor,
it’s too “green” to be scratching around on!
F. Once the paint has thoroughly dried, hold your fiberglass eraser
“Scratch Brush” at right angles to carbody and rub lightly with
the grain, as you would sandpaper. You will soon see minute
amounts of paint come off just like dust! The brush can work
around surface irregularities, details like miniature nuts and
bolts, whereas sandpaper will simply sand them off...
As you work you will begin to see the different layers of paint
come through. Periodically dust off the debris. The appearance will astound you!
G. If you get too far into the paint layers, you can simply overspray
the area with a light coat of the appropriate topcoat and repeat
the process!
In time you will likely develop your own techniques for reproducing the magical effects usually reserved for sun and rain !
We hope you enjoy using these products as much as we have!

D&RGW 5500 Class “Short” Stock Car
Another Super Detailed, all Injection Moulded Model Kit from, P-B-L

Model Built, Painted and Scratch-Brush Weathered by one of our long-time modeling friends, Ed Luczak - Isn’t it great?
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